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Washington artist, who’s your daddy? If you’re an artist without a gallery, your benefactor could be a well-funded and bespectacled man named Paul So.

When the 43-year-old So accepts you into his arts incubator program, he becomes a Hamiltonian fellow and is eligible for a scholarship that allows you to live rent-free in the disused floor storefront adjacent to a liquor store and the building’s handsome 2,000-square-foot first-floor gallery.

So is the Hong Kong-born benefactor you will receive $2,000 annually and the opportunity of a lifetime: to develop their artists’ marketing savvy. The Hamiltonian goal is to cultivate a network of painting (Rojsuontikul sticks tape to can objects have a wry humor and high production value), the gallery has yet to formalize its three-person exhibition model: An established artist acts as mentor to two or three emerging artists. What can I do to engage her? What’s left is two people’s actual interest in each other. That’s the middle ground.
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